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For the first  a   NFT object  3   is  for sale Dutch 8 o'clock 

news reports today4. The PODDED #Instagrammed who 

minted it by Tether—eons ago (2 sun’s before TV news 

informs on ‘abnormal’● OIKOS● progress) owns a costly 

COLD FRAME. Deo volente● its virtual greenhouse will 

harden its delicate bitcoins. Be_cause, in the warfare● 

of erratic/capricious/volatile/additive economics, those 

are to bloom lovely £ov€l¥ flouri$hing figure$. 
c

Grand. Since NFT is a lump of intangible numbers, you, 

proud owner—{born|not born} in Unix time, surpassed 

‘normal’●  contemporaries  (brothers● who re-present 

by showing off material).  So,  [our] {change|ability} of 

insight disrupts. Not only by metaversum, but because 

the humus specie  s   gets lost in—and esp. to, space●.
c

Under SATELLITIC ERA and its a-mortal a-historic etc. AI, 

long time ‘normal’ specie is to say morituri te salutant. 

            

1      Rabbit-Duck illusion; Naomi (2013)     

2     2012, De_Sign papilionem PARALLAX, Masterclass Dakar Senegal;
works GVH: https://youtu.be/yHkmGI0rJAI  (1 of 4)

3 NFT, the current currency minted in Tether or improved Ether● 
is a virtual coin of coined ‘Ethereum’. It’s ‘abnormal’ because it 
is incommensurable with (medieval) coin, (17th century printed) 
money to  trade●  on a physical  market,  and,  its  incompatible 
with ‘normal’ plastic debit card.

4 Virilio  :  ‘to_day’ relates to the 1st light (the sun), while the 2nd 

light  is  modernity’s  electricity;  under  SATELLITIC  ERA mortals 
lives also by a 3rd light, a no-shadow digital blue virtual light.

In  1962   Kuhn   coined the  notions  ‘normal  progress’, 

‘abnormal progress’ and their relation, paradigm shift5. 

Such radical shift, in German  Gestaltschwitz, occurred 

in 16th century’s Occident  /  West  /Europe   after the Polish 

Copernicus was “turning astronomy upside down”6 and 

Europe experienced an ‘abnormal progress’ in science. 

Under  thousands of world turning satellites, all &  our 

globe face disrupting paradigm shift or {change|ability}.
c

Ubiquitous SATELLITIC ERA● subsumes all worlds living 

on Mother Earth/terra/globus terrestra●/planet earth● 

so at least European (post)modern/western● paradigm 

that emerged out of above mentioned paradigm shift—

geocentrism turned over by heliocentrism: missionary 

spreading itself around the world now has competition.
c

Nowadays astronomic paradigm shift is prophesied in 

2050 AD/in 1 generation. Is the species participating in 

SATELLITIC ERA transformation horizon●? Probably. For, 

other than heliocentrism, the SATELLITIC ERA glides in. 

After Copernicus (1543) mathematically turned in then 

normal  geocentrism● for  now normal heliocentrism●, 

alongside run religious-political problems and rejection. 

But SATELLITIC ERA● (literally a change in point of view) 

comes in without the slightest resistance. It sneaks in, 

installs itself. Via addictive comforting. And language: IT 

architecture● is embedding its ‘abnormal’ numerals in 

‘normal’ language (e.g.: the word ‘intelligent’ hosts the 

concept ‘smart’, but a smart meter  /device   does not; or: 

its English calmly denatures all beings to a male form). 

5 Kuhn (2012)  
6 Kobe (1988)  
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This text COLD FRAME extends Kuhn’s ‘paradigm shift’ 

to anisotropic●  metabletica, and, rhizomes/root hairs. 

Groping for man’s {change|ability} of insight its content 

is a quest for  accident-s● prophesied next generation. 

Relating  mortal  singularity to  a-mortal  AI-singularity, 

the  latter  conducts  the  procedure,  viz.  inverse  deep 

learning  via  only  IT’s  searching  machinery.  It  serves: 

1_progressing the previous learned (by life, books, trips 

&  travel,  studies,  man etc.);  2_trying  to  include ‘the 

strange & the strange’ elsewhere t/here by hyperlinks; 

3_previewing insight ‘totally out of man’s control’/AI. 

Device approach is  new;  metabletics is  familiar  since 

century by books of  Van de Berg who researched on 

variability of man’s psyche, on ‘creative/active reason’● 

rooted in experiences7●, on heterogeneity8/nomadism9 

of a mind. Receptivity10 for ‘the strange x the stranger’ 

is due to his intelligible tourism. Once it transited into 

historical phenomenology, it resulted in Metabletica  11  .
c          

His work came on the world in 1956, at the time it was 

a premature spatial turn12●. It dis-covered that ‘change’ 

is  not  an  enclosed  entity but  simultaneously  infects 

almost everything at about a same period. [Current IT 

anisotropic  ally  ● broadens  ‘openness for x by change’]. 
c

Not by  accident● Van  de  Berg  coined  ‘changeability’ 

with  a  Greek  word  whose  content  for  millennia  was 

rejected by onto-theological western POLIS philosophy: 

for Plato● {change|ability}/metabletica is reality’s non-

purity; philosophy reaches for the pure (with Aristotle● 

the essential beyond●). When science (1905) disrupted 

e.g. ‘a beyond’/ether, SATELLITIC ERA got space to rise.

7 GVH,  enchanted  by  high  civilization  beyond  poor  Senegalese 
society (1997-2012) problematized western’ roots; XENOS 2.018 

8     About 6 million international students, 66 million expatriates,  
100 million refugees do—X million Ukrainians do also? 
9 As a foreign student at a time when 2% of [Dutch] population of 

which  2%  women,  enjoyed  university.  By  now  it  is  +_20%; 
international students cover up a business model of universities 

10 XENOS 2.018, Quest on the principle of receptivity in western   
thinking and acting, Van Helden (2018) ISBN   9789463676137     

11 Zwart (2014)  
12 http://toolingup.stanford.edu/?page_id=1139  

Plato searched beyond the ever changing for the pure: 

for unchangeable everlasting ideas and forms●—which 

normal mortals badly copy in & as reality’s falsehood. In 

turn  Aristotle● who refuted most of Plato’s reflection 

(by doing so he installed {idealism|realism} dichotomy), 

designed order beyond mortals & organisms: species

Within radical POLIS-OIKOS● dichotomy Aristotle called 

the highest specie a political animal plus a social animal

—for it speaks●13. He subjected the {change|ability} of 

this animal to his  ethics, and, consistency14 of species. 

Beside non-sensible logic, Aristotle, apostle of science, 

left us an ideal spherical cosmology15. 
c

This geocentric construct● implied causality, a ‘nothing 

comes from nothing’ clause that urged elimination of a 

void/vacuum/emptiness. The question how variability/ 

motion exists (for him up to the Empyreum, the place 

of gods and god-likes) remained. So he introduced the 

new/1st element● ‘ether’ that served a non-emptiness 

of  celestial  spheres.  The  concept  held  from  the  4th 

century BCE, till Einstein● refuted such substance. 

Notwithstanding  Einstein:  ‘ether’  lives  on  as  native 

cryptocurrency of Ethereum●16. ETH is a virtual artifact 

of numeric SATELLITIC ERA (which itself lives by void●). 

SATELLITIC ERA exists by numerics and high technology 

far from visibility/sensible modern/western/mechanical 

era.  Silently●, invisible, intangible (and ‘legal interest’) 

entering all time & space and body & mind it ‘comes in 

peace●’. Itself an electromagnetic numerical metabletic 

is a mortal’s metabletic-rhizomatic quest thus complex. 

Welcome in this COLD FRAME, hardening up insights. 

13 Aristotle, Politica
14 Van Helden (2018)  
15 Sloterdijk (1998-2004)  
16 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Empyrean   
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